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of friction falls steadily as the velocity increases, and it is higher in value the greater the unit pressure, p, is.
By this continuous action of the lubricant, a film (increasing in thickness with increasing velocity of journal surface) is formed, separating the journal and bearing. Coincidcntly, shown in d, the point of nearest approach is moved toward point B on the horizontal diameter on the " oil" side. The pressures in the surrounding film are not uniform. A is the point of maximum pressure and lies just ahead of the point of nearest approach, 5, as is to be expected when the wedging action of the oil before the narrowed passage at B is considered. Beyond 5, at C, is the point of minimum film pressure at which experiments show that an actual negative pressure or suction exists.
As the speed increases (the load remaining constant) the journal becomes less eccentric and the variations in pressure around it also become less. Both A and C move away from Bm If the speed became infinite the journal would run concentric with the bore of the bearing and the points of maximum and minimum pressures would be vertically below and above the center, respectively.
If the conditions shown at d had been attained under a certain relationship of load and speed and this speed now kept constant while the load were increased, the point of nearest approach would swing downward again to a position about 40° from the vertical. With still further increase of load at this constant speed the oil film would be ruptured and the conditions change again from those of perfect to those of imperfect lubrication.
But while the condition of complete separation of journal and bearing surfaces exists, the friction is fluid friction—the correct theory of which was developed independently by PetrofT * and Reynolds.f In fluid friction:
* "Neue Theorie der Rcibung."   Leipzig, 1887. t Phil. Trans., 1886.

